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While numerous advances have been made in the techniques of diagnostic
imaging for musculoskeletal neoplasms, the exact delineation of the
boundary between normal and neoplastic tissues hitherto remains a matter
left to the judgment of experts. Often this is a best-guess compromise withsafety concerns leading to an overestimation of resection margins. Even
amongst experts there is often debate and disagreement as to whether
tissues that show activity on numerous functional imaging studies in a
particular patient represent reactive tissue adjacent to the neoplasm or
whether they are part of the neoplasm and contain malignant cells. These
uncertainties have recently come to the fore with the advent of precision
surgery e particularly in the case of pediatric bone lesions e where a
paradigm shift in resection philosophy has resulted in joint sparing re-
sections with very precise margins and with outstanding functional results.
Conventional high resolution CT and MRI are routinely performed for
assessing the anatomic extent of a lesion in bone. However very often
post-processing of imaging using free and commercially available software is
absolutely essential for the clinicians to make a safe judgment regarding the
extent of oncological disease. Post processing may often require image
resampling alogorithms and the ability to fuse multiple functional and
structural modalities of imaging provides a robust platform for clinicians to
make safe judgments.
In the near future, we hope molecular and nano-molecular imaging may
greatly facilitate the delineation between what is normal and that which is
neoplastic making precision resection surgery widely applicable.
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